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Reflexes and automatisms as features of 
insanity in criminal doctrine: guilty or not? 

 

The problem of defining sanity or 
insanity of a person has been very 
topical for the all times of existents 
criminal relations. That is why, 
nowadays, a lot of scientists are trying 
to find a consensus in defining the 
main features of insanity of the offence. 
In the domestic science more and more 
scientists raise such controversial 
questions which, according to their 
thoughts, have some features of 
insanity. We are talking about such 
processes like ―reflexes‖ and 
―automatisms‖, both of which are quite 
to be fully researched as physiological 
phenomena and all this information can 

help us to show all the aspects of this 
processes.  

Such researches a little bit broaden 
horizons in investigations according to 
availability or absence of the features of 
the elements of criminal law, or to the 
influence of some factors on providing 
conscious and volitional control in 
their behavior. That is why actions as a 
part of objective side of the offence in 
most of cases are considered not just as 
an exteriority of active or passive 
expression of human behavior, but also 
as a way to show the conscious and 
volitional nature of the act in criminal 
law. In other words, if the behavior of a 
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person was out of conscious and 
volitional control, in most cases it is 
said about the absence of the deed in 
criminal definition of this word. Such 
interpretation of this feature of the 
objective side of the offence shows us 
the influence of the different factors on 
the intellectual and volitional activities 
of individuals. Also, such definition 
gives an opportunity to the scientists 
to say about the absence of this 
objective feature in case if the behavior 
of the person was caused by the action 
of reflexes or automatisms.  [1, p. 47; 2, 
p. 102; 3, p. 47–48]. 

The researches of physiologists and 
psychologists can prove that one of the 
main reasons of involuntary acts, which 
is out of the conscious and volitional 
control of an individual is the 
mechanism of the act of reflex. 
Involuntary acts of an individual occur 
by the influence of some signal, which 
is getting out from the peripheral 
nervous system. Such acts can be both 
innate either acquired. Physiological 
foundation of involuntary acts is a 
mechanism of unconditioned reflexes, 
but on the other hand, acquired 
involuntary acts base on the 
mechanism of conditioned reflex [4, 
p. 113–114].  

Reflex is the simplest form of 
behavior which is, by the way, is a 
reaction of the body to a stimulus 
together with the nervous system. 
Reflex is directly connected with a 
stimulus which is by the review of 
causational is the direct reason of first 
one. A part of innate unconditioned 
reflexes dies in the process of maturing 
of the nervous system of an individual, 
appearing only in certain pathologies, 
others accompany the person all her 
life. That is why, any person it doesn’t 
have any sense whether it would be an 
adult or a child, any person would 
react with blinking, when the wind 
blow directly in the face of an 
individual. Because of innate reflex, the 
sensitive surface of on eye is protected 
from potentially dangerous items. 
Reflex is an automatic response to a 
stimulus that occurs without prior 

assessment of cognitive stimulus and 
does not include a conscious choice of 
behavior [5, p. 44;]. 

If we appeal to reflexes more 
thoroughly, we can conclude that by 
the physiology, reflexive behavior is 
significantly differ in its internal 
regulatory mechanisms from the 
behavior of a mentally sick person, but 
by the basis of criminal law none of 
these behaviors cannot be defined as 
such, which is held under conscious 
and volitional control of an individual. 
Such manifestations of inner 
psychological regulations of a behavior 
of mentally sick person which can have 
sense for psychologists can have no 
criminal and law sense which give 
grounds to state that act, committed by 
such an individual who got no 
volitional control. Psychological 
analysis of reflective activity gives us 
grounds to prove that such activity 
usually happens out of conscious and 
volitional control of an individual. In 
most cases of the mechanism of 
committing reflective act, individual 
can`t not just control actions but also 
conscious them. Because according to a 
psychology, reflex is one of the reasons 
of involuntary acts, which occur out of 
conscious and willing control of a 
person, and from the positions of 
criminal law, such individual can’t be 
considered as a sane person in relations 
to such acts.  

Therefore, if we admit that reflex is 
a reason because of which an individual 
loses ability to carry out conscious and 
voluntary control to the actions of a 
person, it can be included to the 
reasons of insanity. But in the same 
moment the majority of domestic 
scientists admit that impulsive and 
instinctive behavior and also acts 
which were caused by automatisms 
have another biological nature 
comparing to reflective behavior, which 
doesn’t let us to refer such acts as types 
of involuntary behavior. We have to 
admit that reflective behavior has much 
difference from the behavior which is 
under conscious control, which can’t  
be characterized with purposeful 
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character. Also, one of the meaningful 
points of criminal law is that both a 
behavior which is under actual 
influence, either a behavior which is 
under purposeful conscious and 
voluntary control has the same 
meaning.  It is common that according 
to the second type of behavior we can 
say about establishing such type of 
involuntary form of guilt as criminal 
negligence. Unlike the reflective 
actions, which are naturally 
uncontrolled actions as a reaction of an 
individual on some stimulus, the 
behavior of an individual who is 
potentially under conscious and 
volitional control, with some attention 
could realize and control it at the 
moment of committing a crime. 

Also, we need to look though some 
international experience, such as 
establishment of the automatism in the 
American legal system. There are a lot 
of works of scientists according this 
topic and due to all this researches, 
there were a reform in the definition of 
reflexes and automatisms beyond the 
legislators according to criminal 
science. For instance, the Law 
Commission`s Criminal Code Bill 
(1989) provides an interesting 
definition of ―automatism‖, one which, 
if it were ever to be adopted, would 
change the present law. Clause 33(1) 
states that ―a person is no guilty of an 
offence if‖: 

(a) He acts in a state of 
automatism, that is, his act is a reflex, 
spasm or convulsion; or occurs while he 
is in a condition (whether of sleep, 
unconsciousness, impaired consciou-
sness or otherwise) depriving him of 
effective control of his act; and  

(b)  The act or condition is the 
result neither of anything done or 
omitted with the fault required for the 
offence nor of voluntary intoxication. 

The inclusion of ―sleep‖ as one of 
the causes of automatism involves a 
reversal of the Court of Appeal decision 
in Burgess that that a sleepwalker is 
legally ―insane‖ and a tacit approval of 
the Supreme Court of Canada`s 
decision in Parks. 

(a) He is physically incapable of 
acting in the way required; and  

(b) His being so incapable is the 
result neither of anything done or 
omitted with the fault required for the 
offence nor of voluntary intoxication. 

Psychologists ascribe to 
involuntary actions not only acts which 
were caused by reflexes, but also 
automatisms. According to the points 
of physiology, automatism is an ability 
of organs, some cells or tissues to 
rhythmic activity beyond the obvious 
bond with external stimuli [6, p. 21]. 
Atomization of functions is 
considerable and essential feature of 
many mental processes like thinking, 
perception, speaking, memory and 
others. And violation of it can paralyze 
the normal course of mental processes. 

Automatism hones and facilitates 
different types of activities by the line 
of mental and physical processes 
serving senior forms of couscous 
activity. Mechanisms of psychic 
automation deprive consciousness of 
continuous monitoring and of 
unnecessary control for each piece of 
the behavior of an individual [6, 
p. 129–130]. 

In some cases according to the 
particular situation, automatisms can 
be treated as a behavior of an 
individual which is happening both 
beyond actual either potential 
conscious and volitional control. If we 
analyze the mechanism of formation of 
automatism, we can see that in fact, 
such mechanism is quite similar to 
reflexes`s one. 

To give some more points of 
insanity we need to look deeply to the 
consequences of automatisms. Auto-
matistic actions are generally accepted 
as a category of involuntary act for 
purposes of abrogating criminal 
culpability. A difficulty common to 
automatism cases is that the individual 
appears to be acting in a deliberate way, 
even performing complex tasks. While 
some inapposite comments regarding 
automatism and unconsciousness as 
direct synonyms exist, the better view is 
that both are types of involuntary acts, 
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but not identical or entirely overlapping 
[9, p. 86–92]. 

This is because automatistic 
behavior can occur in individuals who 
are conscious, as meaning being awake 
and aware (which in common parlance 
would signify consciousness), but their 
actions are otherwise involuntary for 
criminal law purposes. To explain this, 
the reference earlier to the internal 
component of actus reus is relevant. 
When one is acting automatistically, he 
is engaged in action in the literal sense. 
The mental concepts of will, choice, 
and control are instrumental here. Only 
by including a mental element in the 
voluntary act element can cases be 
explained in which the actus reus is 
negated when defendants’ actions 
involve some type of a conscious state, 
such as somnambulism, convulsion, 
epileptic seizure, or reflex. Hence, 
commentators have sensibly 
demonstrated that any assumption of a 
dichotomous division between 
conscious and unconscious states is 
flawed since there are multitudinous 
degrees of consciousness for purposes of 
determining whether one is exercising 
will and control. When one acts 
reflexively, he may be consciously 
aware of his body movements but 
without having the ability to control 
them. For example, when a doctor uses 
a rubber instrument to sharply tap a 
patient’s patellar tendon as his lower 
leg is loosely hanging, the patient may 
consciously observe—but cannot 
control—the knee jerk in a reflexive 
action. The muscular reflex results from 
the autonomic nervous system rather 
than a movement triggered by mental 
will. The point is that the 
phenomenology of control (the feeling 
of controlling one’s actions) is lacking.  

Automatism has thus been more 
appropriately defined as the 
―performance of acts by an individual 

without his awareness or conscious 
volition.‖ Perhaps, then, the better 
view is that automatism does not 
require complete unconsciousness but 
rather a sufficiently impaired 
consciousness. There has been doctrinal 
confusion in other common law 
countries about whether to 
differentiate, for criminal culpability 
purposes, based on the source of the 
automatism at issue. Automatism may 
result from physical conditions such as 
epilepsy, organic brain disease, 
concussion, hypoglycemia, or from a 
mental condition such as an acute 
emotional disturbance. 86 Common law 
countries outside the U.S. have 
distinguished between sources by what 
has been termed sane automatism from 
insane automatism. American courts 
have generally not adopted the sane 
versus insane automatism 
categorization per se, though there is 
some recognition that automatism may 
have internal (mental, or emotional) 
origins, or may be externally caused. As 
one court noted, automatism ―does not 
necessarily arise from a mental disease 
or defect but always contain a mental 
component in the form of loss of 
cognitive functioning.‖ However, 
American courts at times seem 
confused by the mental component to 
the voluntary act element [8, p. 144–
160]. 

Therefore, according to above-
mentioned, the psychologically 
grounded mechanism of activity of 
reflexes and automatisms can prove 
that this factors influence on 
intellectual and volitional activity of an 
individual and exlude in some cases its 
ability to ensure conscious and 
voluntary control of his behavior. So, 
we have all the grounds to prove that 
these factors should be referred to the 
causes of insanity. 
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Кардозлфук К. В., Сніоіл В. Г. Рдсйдкпз ра аврмкарзжкз як пкйагмві мжлакз 
лдмпуглмпрі в козкілайщлм-ноавмвіи гмкрозлі: взлуварзи фз лі? 

У праррі взпвірйдла номбйдка квайісікауії лдвзлувармпрі йыгди, мбвзлувафдлзт 
у пкмєллі жймфзлу в укмват кзкмвійщлзт номудпів, ракзт як одсйдкпз і аврмкарзжкз. 
Бійщх рмгм, кз омжгйялдкм кіелаомглзи гмпвіг і нмоівляєкм взжлафдлля узт номуд-
пів в оіжлзт жакмлмгавфзт пік'ят. Коік рмгм, в жакмлмгавфмку одгуйываллі ракзт вз-
нагків іплує номбйдкарзка, рмку лак нмроіблм гйзбхд взвфзрз уы рдку. Пзралля 
мпуглмпрі, абм лдмпуглмпрі мпмбз лікмйз лд врpафайз пвмєї акруайщлмпрі нpмрягмк 
упщмгм іплувалля кpзкілайщлзт нpавмвіглмпзл. Сакд фдpдж уд, багарм лаукмвуів ла 
пщмгмглі лакагаырщпя гіирз гм кмлпдлпупу в нзраллі взжлафдлля кйыфмвзт мжлак лд 
мпуглмпрі пуб’єкрів кpзкілайщлмгм нpава. У вірфзжляліи лаууі впд бійщхд вфдлзт ніг-
лікаырщ кмлрpмвдpпіилі нзралля, які ла їт гукку каырщ впд гйя рмгм, цмб прарз вз-
жлафайщлзкз мжлакакз лдмпуглмпрі. Сакд нpм ракі явзца як «pдсйдкпз» ра «аврмка-
рзжкз» і нігд кмва, агед ла галзи кмкдлр уі сіжімймгіфлі явзца вед гмпзрщ гмпйі-
гедллі вфдлзкз ра уі галлі гдцм вігкpзваырщ лак мфі ла сіжімймгіы узт гіи. Впд 
бійщхд вфдлзт ймбіыырщ галі рвдpгедлля, які вед гмпзрщ гавлм є жагайщлмы 
нpакрзкмы в кpаїлат Євpмнз ра Снмйуфдлзт Шрарат Акдpзкз, гд фдpдж рак жвалу 
«глуфкіпрщ» жакмлмгавпрва, влдпдлля ндвлзт лмвдй гм нpакрзфлзт лмpк квайісікауії 
жймфзлу є гмпзрщ бугдллмы, ла вігкілу віг лахмгм жакмлмгавпрва, гд лд жваеаыфз ла 
нpмудпз гукаліжауії ра йібдpйіжауіы пзпрдкз кpзкілайщлм-нpавмвзт віглмпзл, 
кpзкілайщлд нpавм Укpаїлз впд цд мбряедлд кpзкілайщлзк кмгдкпмк Укpаїлпщкмї 
PСP 1960 pмку. Щд бійщхмї акруайщлмпрі галмї нpмбйдкарзкз є рд, цм взжлалля ав-
рмкарзжків ра pдсйдкпів мглзкз жі пкйагмвзт мжлак лдмпуглмпрі кмеурщ гарз нігпра-
вз првдpгеуварз сакр, цм жймфзлз бугурщ лабуварз бійщх ндpпмлісікмвалмгм 
таpакрдpу, жагйя бійщхмї мб’єкрзвлмпрі ра кілікіжауії нмтзбмк нpз pмжгйягі 
кpзкілайщлмгм нpмвагедлля. З ілхмгм бмку, вігпурліпрщ узт лмpк гайщкує pмжвзрмк 
кpзкілайщлмгм жакмлмгавпрва Укpаїлз як гдкмкpарзфлі кpаїлз, агед гайі бугурщ жка-
йщмвалі ндвлі нігправз, які гаырщ првдpгеуварз, цм мпмба лд кмед кдpуварз пвмїкз 
гіякз, pмжpатмвуварз нpм лапралля ндвлзт лапйігків ра баеарз їт, рмку галд нзралля 
і лд ндpдпрає бурз акруайщлзк нpмрягмк гмвгмгм фапу. 

Кйыфмві пймва: лдвзлуваріпрщ, одсйдкпз, аврмкарзжкз, ноавмнмоухдлля, «actus 
reus», влуроіхля пкйагмва. 
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Кардозлфук К. В., Снзозл В. Г. Рдсйдкпш з аврмкарзжкш как мпмбдллмпрз 

лдвзлмвлмпрз в козкзлайщлмк ноавд: взлмвдл зйз лдр? 
В прарщд вшпвдрйдла номбйдка квайзсзкаузз лдвзлмвлмпрз йыгди, мбвзлядкшт 

в пмвдохдлзз нодпрунйдлзя в упймвзят лдномзжвмйщлшт номудппмв, ракзт как одс-
йдкпш з аврмкарзжкш. Бмйдд рмгм, кш оаппкмрозк кдегулаомглши мншр з поавлзк 
мнодгдйдлзя ързт номудппмв в оажлшт жакмлмгардйщлшт пдкщят. Комкд рмгм, в жакм-
лмгардйщлмк одгуйзомвалзз ракзт пйуфадв пуцдпрвудр номбйдкарзка, нмърмку лак 
луелм гйубед зжуфзрщ ъру рдку. 

Кйыфдвшд пймва: лдвзлмвлмпрщ, одсйдкпш, аврмкарзжк, ноавмлаоухдлзд, «actus 
reus», влуродлляя пмправйяыцая. 
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criminal doctrine: guilty or not? 
The article defines the problem of the qualifications of insanity of people who were 

accused in committing a crime in condition of involuntary processes such as reflexes and 
automatisms. Moreover we will look through international experience and compare the 
definitions of that processes in different legislative families. Also, it there is a problem in 
legislative regulation of such cases, so we need to look deeper on this topic. 
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